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INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide potential investors with pertinent
information in order for them to thoroughly analyze the project and make an informed
decision. Prior to your participation in PANDAMOGO(PAND$), we strongly advocate a
careful study of this Whitepaper.

TOKENOMICS

PANDAMOGO is a hyper-deflationary decentralized finance (defi) token based on
Ethereum blockchain (ERC 20). PANDAMOGO was launched with an initial 100Q
(quadrillion) tokens. 50Q were immediately burnt to kick-start PANDAMOGO’s
deflationary tokenomics. 40Q were deposited in UNISWAP flatform. The remaining 10Q
will be used towards future development of the project such as marketing, cost of
Developers, launch of PANDAMOGO NFT Marketplace and PANDAMOGO sWAG -
Merchandise store.

2% of every transaction (buy, sell, or transfer) is taxed and distributed between all
PANDAMOGO addresses on that particular chain. Over half of this tax is sent to an
inaccessible burn address (“black hole”) and the rest is distributed to holders,
incentivizing holders to hold and decreasing the circulating supply over time.

These rewards are earned immediately and automatically into holders’ wallets. The
launch of PANDAMOGO was greatly inspired by the success of Dogecoin (DOGE) which
was the original meme-coin. Unlike DOGE’s inflationary nature which means there is
unlimited supply of DOGE, the number of PANDAMOGO tokens is fixed therefore the
value of the remaining tokens in circulation is increased by simultaneously decreasing
the supply (deflation).

PANDAMOGO NFT STRATEGIC PLAN

PANDAMOGO NTF COLLECTION:
RARIBLE: https://rarible.com/pandamogo
OPENSEA: https://opensea.io/pandamogo

A non-fungible token (NFT) is a unit of data stored on a digital ledger, called a blockchain,
that certifies a digital asset to be unique and therefore not interchangeable. NFTs can be
used to represent items such as photos, videos, audio, and other types of digital files.
Access to any copy of the original file, however, is not restricted to the buyer of the NFT.
While copies of these digital items are available for anyone to obtain, NFTs are tracked
on blockchains to provide the owner with a proof of ownership that is separate
from copyright.

https://rarible.com/pandamogo
https://opensea.io/assets/pandamogo-nfts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ledger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blockchain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_asset
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ownership
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright


The PANDAMOGO team is working towards finalizing the NFT Strategic Plan. Launching
on Rarible.com and Opensea.io the official PANDAMOGO NFT Collection provides the
whole PANDAMOGO community with an opportunity to showcase their talent in NFT arts.
All sales and associated fees will be distributed as follows:

- 70% to the Artist
- 30% to the PANDAMOGO NFT Development Fund

The NFT team will focus on establishing relationships with NFT artists to ensure
participation when the PANDAMOGO NFT Marketplace is launched. The PANDAMOGO
NFT Marketplace will utilize the ETH/PANDAMOGO for payments which will provide
enhanced utility and an opportunity to help give back to the PANDAMOGO community
NFT artists.

VISION & MISSION

Born as a meme coin, PANDAMOGO will not settle to being solely a meme coin, we have
much bigger ambitions. The endless creativity of our new team and our community and
our desire to help each other. PANDAMOGO is not just a monetary investment - it’s an
experience! We want to start from 0 and grow to expand our outreach and the uses of
the token. We believe in memes, laughter and deflation already have value, but we have
already planned further use-cases for PANDAMOGO and also welcome any suggestions
from the community as well.

In a short period of time since the born of PANDAMOGO, we launched a new website,
set moonmap, launched PANDAMOGO NFT Collection on Rarible.com / Opensea and
plan to launch our own PANDAMOGO NFT platform and PANDAMOGO sWAG -
Merchandise store.

So, after all this - why wouldn’t you join us on telegram and become a member of the
PANDAMOGO community? And remember - HODL!!!

LINKS AND RESOURCES

WEBSITE www.pandamogo.com

TWITTER https://twitter.com/PandaMogo

TELEGRAM https://t.me/PANDAMOGOTOKEN

FACEBOOK https://www.facebook.com/groups/327230278912740

REDDIT https://www.reddit.com/user/PANDAMOGO/

http://www.pandamogo.com
https://twitter.com/PandaMogo
https://t.me/PANDAMOGOTOKEN
https://www.facebook.com/groups/327230278912740
https://www.reddit.com/user/PANDAMOGO/


DISCORD https://discord.gg/XjBZ2Pw6

INSTAGRAM https://www.instagram.com/pandamogo/

OPENSEA: https://opensea.io/pandamogo
RARIBLE: https://rarible.com/pandamogo

UNISWAP LINK
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?outputCurrency=0xbdade4fb8ababc2c1270518ac020b
4705791178a

DEXTOOL
https://www.dextools.io/app/uniswap/pair-explorer/0xe5cf77cb48adc1c24ccddc9541f4
50581c36fd3f
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